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1. Screenshot of Annotation tool.

We collect the NewsVideoQA dataset using the annota-
tion tool. The screen shots for the annotation tool are shown
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

2. Detailed experimental setup OCR-aware
SINGULARITY

OCR-aware SINGULARITY. The model is imple-
mented in PyTorch [6]. Similar to how SINGULARITY
was originally implemented, we initialize vision encoder
using BEiT BASE model which was previously trained
on ImageNet-21K [2]. Using the NewsVideoQA dataset,
we further pretrain the previously trained SINGULARITY
(checkpoint: singularity temporal 17m.pth). Original SIN-
GULARITY uses a video/image-caption combination for
pretraining. Instead, we combine the video with OCR to-
kens of the frames corresponding to the timestamp of the
questions defined. Similar to original setting, in pretrain-
ing, a single frame is sampled from the whole video. We
pretrain the model for 10 epochs.

For the task of finetuning, we concatenation the question
tokens with the OCR tokens with the OCR tokens of the
frame on which the question is defined. An additional mul-
timodal decoder is initialized from pretrained multimodal
encoder (pretrained on NewsVideoQA dataset). It uses the
multimodal encoder outputs as cross-attention inputs and
decodes the answer with start token as [CLS]. In the first
half period, the learning rate is 1e − 4 with a warm up fac-
tor, followed by cosine decay to 1e − 6. We finetune the
model for 20 epochs with a batch size of four. When train-
ing the model, a single frame is used, and when testing the
model, 12 frames are used. At the time of inference, similar
to [5], we use early fusion strategy, which takes all frames as
model inputs (concatenation of all the frames considered at
the test time) for directly making a more informative video-
level prediction.

3. Quantitative Results for M4C with two
frames setup

We report the findings for M4C [4] (previously trained
M4C on TextVQA [7] and ST-VQA [1]) and BERT-QA
[3] with a single frame while training, and tested on two
frames per question in Table. 2, and Table. 1. Because the
frames are captured at 2 frames per second when prepro-
cessing videos to obtain the response for OCR tokens, we
may acquire at most two frames per second for a question
defined at a specific timestamp. We utilized the first frame
in the single frame experiments, and we utilize both frames
corresponding to the timestamp of the question for the two
frames experiments.

Calculation of accuracy and ANLS for two frames
as test input. For BERT [3], and [4], we check if the
ground truth answer is present in either of the two answers
predicted by the two frame-question pair to obtain the final
answer for each question. (At test time: input is two frames
each paired with question.)

INPUT: [frame1 + Question], OUTPUT: [Answer1]
INPUT: [frame2 + Question], OUTPUT: [Answer2]

OUTPUT: if ground truth answer is present in either
of the two answer predictions, [Answer1, Answer2], then it
is a correct prediction. To calculate ANLS, we separately
calculate ANLS for each answer (Answer1, Answer2) and
average the score for both.

BERT. In Table. 1, we show the comparisons for two
cases: (i) SF: Single Frame, and (ii) TF: Two frames. In
single frame, we use OCR tokens of correct frame corre-
sponding to the timestamp of the question. In two frames,
we concatenate OCR tokens from two frames correspond-
ing to the timestamp of the question.

M4C. In Table. 2, we show the results of M4C trained on
two different settings. (i) Image features are included as in-
put to M4C, and (ii) Image features are set to zero. We also
show results for M4C trained from scratch and pretrained
M4C (on TextVQA+ST-VQA). The difference in the per-
formance indicates the less dependency of models output



Figure 1: Annotation tool used for annotating QA pairs. General setup for annotation tool.

Figure 2: Annotation tool with questions, answers, and respective timestamp.

on static visual features. Results for M4C with two frames
are in the supplementary.

SINGULARITY and OCR-aware SINGULARITY.
(i) We show the performance of SINGULARITY finetuned
on NewsVideoQA with [video-question-answer] as input.
(ii) We show the performance of SINGULARITY fine-
tuned on NewsVideoQA with [video-question-answer-OCR
tokens] as input. (iii) We compare the above mentioned
cases with OCR-aware SINGULARITY which is pretrained
on NewsVideoQA dataset and finetuned on NewsVideoQA
with [video-question-answer-OCR tokens] as input. More

details and explanations are in given in supplementary.

Using Tables. 1, 2, and 3 we summarise the performance
of different methods on different tasks. Scene text-aware
models like M4C are designed for VQA task that require
textual understanding to answer the questions on a single
image, hence performs well when the correct frame is used
as input. Video question answering methods like SINGU-
LARITY consider only video features to obtain answers
to the questions. These models do not consider scene-
text/embedded text in the videos, therefore perform poor on
text-based VideoQA motivating us to add OCR tokens as
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Figure 3: Statistics about NewsVideoQA dataset based on
type of questions. Note that there is diverse range of types
of questions in the dataset. The question type ”What” has a
maximum count with questions such as, ”What could be the
reason ...?”, ”What is the value..?”, ”What is one of the..?”
and so on.
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Figure 4: A bubble chart with number of words in ques-
tion in horizontal axis and number of words in answers in
vertical axis based on question type.

an extra input that significantly improves the performance
of SINGULARITY.

It should be noted that, BERT-QA and M4C are single
frame models where the correct frame on which the ques-
tion is asked, is assumed to be provided. But SINGULAR-
ITY is a video QA model that finds the correct answer
by looking at more than one frame. It can be seen that,
M4C achieves the highest performance as it was previously
trained on Scene text aware VQA datasets like TextVQA
[7] and ST-VQA [1]. To have a fair comparison i.e training
with a single frame (like singularity) and testing on multiple
frame setting, we conduct experiments by modifying BERT-
QA and M4C. These models are given 12 frames while test-
ing, and the final answer is obtain by majority voting. Re-
sults for this experiment are presented in the main paper.

Table 1: Results on BERT-QA. BERT-QA-SF represents BERT-
QA trained on a context being OCR tokens from one frame per QA
pair. BERT-QA-TF represents BERT-QA trained on OCR tokens
from two frames per QA pair.

Model #Frame Finetuning Acc. (%) ANLS

BERT-QA-SF 1 ✗ 22.96 29.03
BERT-QA-SF 1 ✓ 28.70 34.21
BERT-QA-TF 2 ✗ 24.42 30.28
BERT-QA-TF 2 ✓ 31.94 36.94

Table 2: Results on M4C. M4C scratch is trained only on
NewsVideoQA. In case of M4C finetuned, an M4C model that
is already trained on Text VQA and ST-VQA is finetuned on the
NewsVideoQA. Since all questions are grounded on textual infor-
mation, visual objects such as people or things seen in the video
provide little information for answering the questions.

Model visual objects Acc. (%) ANLS

M4C scratch ✗ 31.83 36.21
M4C scratch ✓ 28.70 33.53
M4C finetuned ✗ 35.073 39.62
M4C finetuned ✓ 28.49 32.17

Table 3: Results on SINGULARITY and OCR-aware Singu-
larity. OCR-aware singularity performs the best.

Model OCR Pretraining Acc. (%) ANLS

SINGULARITY ✗ ✗ 4.82 5.78
SINGULARITY ✓ ✗ 31.38 35.27
SINGULARITY ✓ ✓ 33.57 37.52

4. Examples from the dataset

In Fig. 4, we show the distribution of questions based on
their types derived by checking presence of question words
such as ”What”, ”Why”, ”How many” and so on. In Fig. 3,
shows the distribution of the statistics about NewsVideoQA
dataset based on the type of questions. These figures indi-
cate the variability in the dataset with respect to different
types of questions.

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 6, we show some examples from the
dataset. In Fig. 7 we show an example from the dataset
that requires textual information from multiple frames to
answer a question and that can be answered using the visual
cues. The textual cues helps the inference made using visual
cues only thereby resulting in accurate answer predictions
in VideoQA.

Along with the supplementary pdf, we have added a
folder named ”sample video”. It contains a sample video
from the dataset named: 383x3.mp4, annotation json file
name: 383x3 sample.json which contains question, answer,
timestamp and other annotations like video title, video link,
and ocr information folder: which contains information of
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Figure 5: Examples of NewsVideoQA dataset showcasing the importance of text in the videos to answer questions. Examples
from multiple topics are shown to indicate the variability in the type of questions.

Figure 6: More examples from NewsVideoQA dataset.

OCR tokens from the frames that were sampled at 2FPS.
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Figure 7: Examples of NewsVideoQA dataset showcasing the examples where a question is framed at timestamp of 0:01 in a
video. The answer to this question is in timestamp of 0:05. Also, this question can be answered by visual cues in the video,
but the text at 0:05 timestamp confirms the inference made by text.
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